
Zorbing

All about it



Zorbing it is sport
• Zorbing is an extreme sport in 

which a person slides down from 
the mountain or river.

• There are different types Zorbing.
•  1. Hill zorbing (rolling hills with) 

     - Harness hill zorbing (man 
belts fastened inside the zorb) 
     - Free hill zorbing (person is 
free) 
     - Run zorbing (running in the 
zorb) 
     - Hill run zorbing (running in the 
zorb with a small slope) 
2. Hydro zorbing (rolling down the 
hill into the water inside the zorb) 
    
3. Water zorbing (Zorbing on the 
water surface) 
4. Snow zorbing (descent to the 
zorb with ice and snow hills) 
     - Harness snow hill zorbing 
(with clip rights within the zorb) 
     - Free snow hill zorbing 
(without attachment man) 
     - Run snow zorbing (running on 
the surface)

•



Hill zorbing
• Hill zorbing one of the main types 

of Zorbing, where the slide is high 
or not high elevations. Here the 
ball with a diameter of 12 
meters rolls with a man inside. 



Hydro zorbing
•  The only water sport on 

land! You  inside the 
Zorb, you are sitting in a 
position looking down the 
50m hill, you slide from 
side to side, forwards and 
backwards while the Zorb 
revolves around you 
gaining speed with every 
second.



Water zorbing
• Unforgettable experience, give 

water zorbing, which lies in the 
fact that a person moves in the 
water zorb. It gives an 
extraordinary experience just 
because you like a feather can 
literally walk on water. 

There are several types of 
movement in the water zorbing. It 
could just be walking on the water 
surface when zorbonavt inside. It 
is also possible to run that will 
particularly colorful happening. In 
water zorbing can even take a 
fitness by performing exercises 
are not complicated, as for an 
instructor or independently. 



Snow zorbing

•  Person rolls down the 
hills of ice and snow. 



The End

• The presentation was prepared by Anisimov Vlad. 


